Tuberculosis: drug resistance, fitness, and strategies for global control.
Directly observed standardized short-course chemotherapy (DOTS) regimes are an effective treatment for drug susceptible tuberculosis disease. Surprisingly, DOTS has been reported to reduce the transmission of multi-drug resistant tuberculosis, and standardized short-course chemotherapy regimens with first-line agents have been found to be adequate treatments for some patients with drug resistant tuberculosis, including multi-drug resistance. These paradoxical observations and the apparent heterogeneity in treatment outcome of multi-drug resistant tuberculosis when using standard regimens may be due in part to limitations of in vitro drug susceptibility testing based on unique but mistakenly used techniques in diagnostic mycobacteriology. Experimental data and mathematical models indicate that the fitness cost conferred by a resistance determinant is the single most important parameter which determines the spread of drug resistance. Chromosomal alterations that result in resistance to first-line antituberculosis agents, e.g. isoniazid, rifampicin, streptomycin, may or may not be associated with a fitness cost. Based on work in experimental models and from observations in clinical drug resistant isolates a picture emerges in which, among the various resistance mutations that appear with similar rates, those associated with the least fitness cost are selected in the population.